Colinear null arrays in geoelectrics
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The term „geoelectric null-array” is used for those D.C. electrode configurations, where the measured or the interpreted potential difference is zero above a homogeneous halfspace. Szalai et al (2002) applied successfully geoelectric null-arrays, namely the Schlumberger-, the three-electrode, and the dipole axial null arrays to localise fractures and to determine their direction in limestone. Nevertheless these arrays have some limitations which could be eliminate using colinear null arrays. Colinear null arrays (1) can be applied not only in case of 3D inhomogeneities, (2) their field setup is simple, (3) they can be automatically used in multielectrode systems.

Parameter sensitivity maps, numerical studies and field tests demonstrate the usefulness of the chosen midpoint and Wenner-γ quasi-null arrays. This work serves also as a basis for a comparison of D.C.- and electromagnetic null arrays, like e.g. the VLF array.
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